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ABSTRACT
In the decision making process in education management, the communicational component has an important role. Communication is the sine qua non factor of the decision. Since it takes place in the decision situation, the type of communication that permeates the processes of making and implementation of managerial decisions was named decision communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The work of any leader or manager, as well as the specific tasks of the education management process involves decision making. In general, the success or failure of the activity of education management, including management performance depends mostly on the quality and effectiveness of decisions made. They are closely related to the quality of the human factor and the intrinsic quality of human resources (Shackle, 2010; Borowski, 2013; Borowski, 2014).

Decision constitutes a fundamental element of education management. It is the most important tool for the expression of leadership. Management decision causes a multitude of effects, such as direct and indirect effects; natural and perverse effects, effects of risk and opportunity (Chernoff & Moses, 2012). In some cases, management decisions have immediate consequences in the managed entity, sometimes it generates consequences in an extended time horizon. In human relations in organizational entities, decision has implications not only vertically, but horizontally as well. Therefore, it is necessary the analytical and synthetic study of decision-making. Decision and decision making directly affects the organizational behavior, the quality of management, the organizational climate and human resource results in an organizational entity.

Education management activity forms the core of human resource management. This core includes all the knowledge obtained through scientific methods that are focused on:

- professional activities, conducted by trained, formed persons authorized to implement the management requirements into practice;
- activities of e-learning and training in decision making;
- set of enforcement activities or implementation of decisions into practice;
- engaging mood for progress;
In the context of these activities which are converging, the management is a set of decisions, actions and activities related to the development of organizational entities. From an operational perspective, the management consists of forecasting, planning, organization, control, guidance, cooperation and development control of the organizational entity. The aim is to ensure the functional maintenance, improvement and transition of a system from one state to another by using a set of tools, processes, methods and rules developed in accordance with the requirements of objective, general or special laws of the management.

2. COMMUNICATION IN DECISION ACTIVITY

The management activity involves:
- the relationship between the manager and the staff of the structure that is in his charge;
- the management of the material and time resources he has available;
- the procedural and structural streamlining and optimizing of the organizational entity in relation to the objectives, priorities and available resources;
- maximizing the useful effects by minimizing the resource consumption.

The management of organizational entities is inconceivable without making decisions about their development and decision communication is a form of communication manifested most strongly in the management process (Ehninger & Brockriede, 2008). The functionality and sustainability of organizational entities, regardless of their nature, will be provided by decision. The success or failure in the management activity and performance of a manager depends largely on the quality and efficiency of decisions, on his decision-making skills of communication.

As part of the management process, decision communication is the process of defining the precise nature of the issues on which decisions are to be made, developing scenarios and variants of solving, solution selection, establishment and communication of the decision, pursuing its fulfillment and its correction by a new management act. Decision is the core of decision making communication and is, finally, the fact that management must intervene in the efficient management of the organizational entity. In this respect, decision is a deliberate process of rational choice of a variant of action to achieve a set objective (Mangra, Stanciu & Mangra, 2010; Mangra, Cotoc & Traistaru, 2014).

In the decision-making process, decision communication refers to:
- the decision-making process, as a whole of the stages through which a decision is prepared, analyzed, adopted, implemented and evaluated;
- the decision management act that consists of conveying decision as disposition, task, order etc.

Following the decision made, the management activity engages the staff in charge, encouraging them to understand and accept the decision, and then act in a certain way, for getting the results in due time. The tangible and intangible factors of decision communication are: the decider, the information available, the problem to get solved, the scenarios and possible, probable or imposed alternatives, the objectives achieved and key priorities, the
specific management, the time resource, the decision, the implementation of the decision, the consequences of the decision.

When these factors are manifested synergistically, we speak of a decision that, depending on the environmental feature, can be of three types:

- decision-making situations of certainty (which are characterized by maximum likelihood to achieve the objective, the elements used are of the controllable variables type whose characteristics are known and whose outcomes could be anticipated with accuracy);
- decision-making situations of uncertainty (they are specific the fact that it is likely to achieve the objective, but the way chosen is relatively weak-based, there are a large number of variables with few control exceptions);
- decision-making situations of risk (situations in which the target is made possible with appreciable probability, but with great uncertainty regarding the procedures, methods, ways to follow, given that there are a large number of uncontrollable variables.

The basic requirements of any decision are:

- a fundamental concept with clearly-defined goals;
- the operation of a management strategy;
- the practical manifestation of the correlation system that makes visible the cohesion between the actionable connections on different plans;
- the responsible conduct of the decision making processes.

The decisions used in human resource management can be classified according to the following criteria:

- the criterion of the decision object, we distinguish: strategic decisions (referring to a period longer than one year, they contribute directly to achieving the fundamental objectives of the organizational entity, they integrate strategies, plans or programs on long or medium term); tactical decisions (refer to shorter periods, focus on achieving derived objectives, which are integrated into policies and plans with a time horizon shorter than one year); operational or current decisions (objectives contributing to solving individual and microgroup objectives (Traistaru, 2013);
- in relation to the management echelon of development and adoption, there are: upper echelon decisions (strategic and tactical decision), medium echelon decisions (tactical and operational decisions) and base echelon decisions (operational decisions);
- taking into account the frequency they are made, there can be: unique decisions (those decisions that have an exceptional nature, not repeating in the foreseeable future); regular decisions (which are used from time to time, so the use of models and algorithms being possible); random decisions (decisions to be made at irregular intervals and are thus difficult to predict).

The decision is central to a long and complex decision-making process of communication because practically it is just a sequence of this process and consists of an act of authority, compulsory for the coordinated organizational entity (Sandu, Ponea & Unguru, 2010; Usurelu & Sandu, 2012). Any decision must be communicated in a clear and workable way to all those responsible for its fulfillment. The transmission and explanation of the decision is within the competence of the manager. For the good implementation of the decision, the manager must have a balanced behavior and play the role of a bridge between the management team and performers. Getting performance largely depends on the existence of an efficient communication system, on the knowledge and judicious use of formal and informal channels, ascending, descending and transverse channels (Voinea, 2011; Sandu,
Cojocaru, Gavrilovici & Oprea, 2013; Caras & Sandu, 2014). First of all, when planning and implementing the decision we must take into account the human resources available, their skills and professionalism. This is because the implementation of such decisions fundamentally depends on both the motivation force of those involved in decision-making and the quality of organizational structures, the state of discipline and responsibility (Vlasa, 2009; Anderson, 2012; Strechie, 2013).

The decision is a communication and action element found at the intersection of several variables:

\[ D = ( C \times I \times R \times F \times L \times M \times CD ) \]

where:
D is the decision;
C – the capacity of knowledge;
I – the information held;
R – the human and material resources available;
F – the functionality organizational entity;
L – the legal and regulatory limits;
M - the environment in which the organizational entity operates; its risks and opportunities;
CD – decisions communication.

Each person directly or indirectly involved in implementing the decision should have that information necessary and sufficient for engaging and completing the decision.

3. THE BASIC MODEL OF DECISION MAKING

The research has led to outline a basic model of the development and implementation of the decision (Payne, Bettman & Johnson, 1993; Kroening & Strichman, 2008). The model is dynamic, which gives guarantee of effectiveness. Following it allows the development of a strategic decision even at the level of the entity, without external intervention, by taking into account and the inferential integration of the involved elements and the mutual relationships between them in a natural logic scheme.

The basic decision model is conducted over six stages:

1. The first step is the identification, assessment and the structural definition of the problem and it is to determine, in time and space, out of the multitude of problems of the organizational entity, those with impact and relevance in the optimal functioning. The defining elements and the place of manifestation of the problem must be specified (Cojocaru, 2005; Sandu, 2009; Negrea, 2010; Calin & Buniiasu, 2010). Also, it is necessary to clarify the degree of novelty of the problem in order to assess whether, while analyzing, we can use previously encountered cases and the knowledge and the know-how held;

2. The second step is to establish the objective to achieve by the decision made to solve the problem. For this, we will establish whether there is a correlation between the structure of the organizational entity's goals and the objective to be achieved; this objective must fulfill four conditions: they must be understandable, achievable somehow measurable and stimulating (Kirkwood, 1997; Cojocaru, Sandu & Ponea, 2010; Sandu & Unguru, 2014);

3. The third step is the establishment of scenarios and decision alternatives/variants about concrete ways of achieving the goals. To sketch the variants we will call on the very
experience of the staff and of the leadership and the decision alternatives will be subject to the evaluation of the trained ones and the relevant views will be retained (Bunaiasu, 2014);

4. The fourth stage is the analysis and decision making in relation to a set of evaluation criteria. In this context we choose the optimal decision and we make the action plan drawn up by sub-objectives, timelines and practical tasks (Bratu, 2013; Opran, 2014)

5. The fifth step is to implement the decision in accordance with the plan agreed and approved. According to the feedback we proceed to corrections;

6. The sixth step is to assess the results after implementing the decision. We make a list of the sub-goals met and those unfulfilled.

Any decision taken and implemented will induce a new variable in the organizational entity to which it will respond. This will generate a chain of effects that the manager must notify, assess and understand their impact on the organizational entity (Nicolescu, 2014). We also need to decide whether the effects observed are consistent with the initial decision.

4. CONCLUSION

The decision is the essence of the management act. Basically, the decision is a communicative manifestation, with both communication components and analytical and action components. The internal articulation of the decision is a natural logic one reinforced with elements of psychology, sociology, and specialty items specific to the domain in which it manifests. Instead, the articulating procedural and externally applicative articulation is deeply communicative. The decision must be considered in communicational context, it must be debated within the organizational entity, it must be communicatively brought to the attention of the staff, it must be implemented through communication tools and its effects must be managed, checked and controlled with communicative openness. The external articulation of the decision is a communicational one. The decision is part of decision communication. Decision communication can be considered as a way of existence of the management act aiming to solve problems related to the efficient conduct or the development of the organizational entity.
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